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Welcome,

I set up Fashion Fiesta in 2015. It was a way of combining two of my
passions: fashion, and raising money for charity. Fashion Fiesta has grown
considerably over the last few years, thanks to the dedication of a great team
of volunteers.
One purpose of tonight’s show is to raise money for our chosen charities,
which is fantastic.This year we are raising money for the Teenage Cancer
Trust and the Lee Fancourt Mental Health Foundation, in support of
RyanAnderton.
The other purpose is to provide an environment for those in (or aspiring to
be in) the creative industries to network, to grow, and to succeed.
As a business owner, I completely understand that attempting to thrive
without a strong support network is incredibly daunting. I have been fortunate
to meet some incredible people along my journey, that have become my
support network. This is what I want to create for the budding entrepeneurs
who are showcasing thier work tonight.
Tonight is about providing a platform for these talented creatives to unleash
their potential, whilst giving them insight into the
world of business. The old saying, ‘It’s not
what you know, it’s who you know’ can be
frutstratingly true - so get out there and
network!
Thank you very much for reading my
memo. Enjoy your evening, it’s going to
be a great night!

Rachel Hatfield,
Founder of Fashion Fiesta
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tonight...
18:00

Doors open, seats taken, music from Fifth Element
Collective

18:30
18:40
18:45

Introduction from Founder Rachel Hatfield
Opening talk from Heather Bowen, Teenage Cancer Trust
Show begins
Bekaka Franck Diabagate - Señorita Kahlo
Sue Gillespie - Mikkimono
Corinne Coolican
Josephine Bloom - How Cheap Can You Get?
Debbie Wilkinson - Fruitbats and Screwballs
Jag Kaur - After Dark
Deepinder Kaur - Almost
Anthony French
Salma Badat - ma.dat
Mel Fox - The G in Me
Kelsea Locke - BUNKA
Siobhan Thomas - What’s Your Skirt?

20:00
20:25
20:30

Show closes
Winners announced
Drinks Reception at the Roundhay Bar
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Judging you
Angela Riches
Editor and owner of H&N Magazine
Chris Allen
Managing Partner, Blacks Solicitors LLP
Anna Mewes
Personal Style and Image Consultant
Suzy SHEPHERD
CO-DIRECTOR, FUTURE FASHION FACTORY
Clyde Sheriffe
Creative Director, Mara Ya Pili Studio
Stephanie Masuwa
MARKET ANALYST, World Textile Information Network

criteria
Originality [1-5]
Is the collection unique? Does it have its own personality? Is it set apart from the
rest?

Concept [1-5]
What is the idea/intention behind the collection? Does it tell a story? Is it emotive?
Is there a theme?

craftmanship [1-5]
Does it display a high level of skill and ability?

commercial awareness [1-5]
Could you see the designs being worn around the city, or on the high street? Are
they commercial?

s u s ta i n a b i l i t y [ 1 - 5 ]
A key element of the industry that has been on the rise in recent years. Are the
garments ethically sourced? Both in their material and the method in which they
were constructed.
The maximum score each designer can obtain on the night is 25, as each
criteria is worth up to 5 points each. The designer with the highest score will
be our winner on the night.

scale
EXCEPTIONAL [5]
EXCELLENT [4]
GOOD [3]
AVERAGE [2]
BELOW AVERAGE [1]

team work makes
the dream work
Rachel Hatfield
founder

Chris Morris
sponsorship director

Insta: @rachelroselyn
Twitter: @rosiehat

Connect with me on
LinkedIn!
www.shoosocialmedia.co.uk

mollie Phillips
Event Manager

Victoria Reddington
Backstage director

Insta: @molliephillipsmua
Twitter: @muamollie

Insta: @vic_reddington
www.fashionpony.co.uk
www.glocouture.co.uk

ahroob jabbar
social media manager & graphic
designer

alice armitage
Backstage Manager &
Choreographer

Rose ILIFF
marketing manager

gilda smith-leigh
Fashion Designer Manager

Insta: @roseiliff
Connect with me on
LinkedIn!

Connect with me
on LinkedIn!

Insta: @ahroobjabbar
Website: ahroobjabbar.com

Insta:
@alicemayarmitage

Molly Birdsall
social media COORDINATOR

Nazia Hussain
Graphic Designer

Charlotte Lucas
social media COORDINATOR

Francesca Gilardoni
eventS COORDINATOR

Insta: @nazdesign
LinkedIn: /nazhussain98

Ysabelle Devereux
PR Executive

Ashleigh Ullett
Marketing Executive

Matilda Axon
ASSISTANT EVENTS MANAGER
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What
we do.
Blacks Solicitors provide a wide range
of legal services to private clients
across Yorkshire.
Our services include:
•
•
•
•

Employment Law
Residential Conveyancing
Trusts, Wills & Estates
Family Law

Contact us today for a no
obligation discussion to see
how we can help you.

T: 0113 207 0000
E: Hello@LawBlacks.com
www.LawBlacks.com

Blacks Solicitors LLP. Registered in England and Wales no. OC309566. Registered office: City Point, 29 King Street, Leeds, LS1 2HL
where a list of members is open for inspection. Authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority no. 419628.

FOLLOW US

designers
Anthony French
@af_editions

Inpiration for my collection is nature meets
architecture with brights and florals - graphic flows
with solid lines and delicate embroideries, recycled.
The clothes are wearable daywear to flamboyant
evening wear. My designs are unique because
they are knitwear and textiles classics with a
contemporary twist.

Bekaka Franck Diabagate
Collection: Señorita Kahlo
Inspired by the late Mexican artist Frida Kahlo, my
pieces are haute couture design.
My collection is unique and will definitely stand out
as my collection is big, bright and bold.
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Corinne Coolican
@coolibycorinnecoolican
Collection: One man’s junk is a designer’s treasure
I used Zero waste as my main source of inspiration
to create my fabrics then took shape from The Leeds
Corn Exchange.
I like to mix Art & Fashion In my designs and create
my own fabrics from waste or recycled garments. I
like to show recycled does not equal dull and boring.

Fruitbats and Screwballs Debbie Wilkinson
@fruitbatsandscrewballs
I love wool and all the fabrics you can make with it.
I have strong views that Fashion needs to clean up
it’s act with regards to child labour and waste.My
grandmother is the inspiration behind my designs.
My Autumn and winter clothing are sharp and elegant and also quite retro with the use of tartan and
tweeds of highest quality.
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Deepinder Kaur
@dipskaur88
Collection:

Jag Kaur - Ujag Fashion House
Facebook: The Ujag Fashion House
Collection: After Dark
Sophisticated occasion wear for women who love
to sparkle, wear the colour black for a daytime or
evening event.
I’ve incorporated lace and satin into this collection.
Very feminine. The age range is very broad and these
garments can be made for any size and shape. The
detail is very important at the Ujag Fashion House.
Detailing around the neckline midriff in crystal
effect fabric. Lace trousers, asymmetric skirt very
different designs for any occasion. Ones that will be
remembered.
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Josephine Bloom
@josephinebloom

Collection: How Cheap Can You Get?
My collection focuses on physical forms of social
acceptance; it plays with ideals of norms, social
values and expectations of what a woman is,
while also questioning the viewers tolerance and
acceptance having these values turned and twisted.
Instead of offering ‘more of the same’ in terms of dressing women, I am aiming
to push the views of what makes someone desirable - a social value we have
learnt by society - to a freer way for women to express identity that doesn’t have
to confirm to one specific body type, age or taste. I believe that shattering the
normative ways we are imposed to dress and behave will make women freer and
society more open to all forms of beauty.

Kelsea Locke
@kelsealocke

Collection: BUNKA
My collection uses traditional techniques in modern
ways, creating unusual silhouettes and shapes. It
is inspired by Japanese culture helping keep each
piece timeless, simplistic and versatile.
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MGE Clothing - Mel Fox
@mgetheginme
My passion for life, people, uniqueness, evolvement
and empowerment dared me to believe in my Power
and Potential. The label represents and speaks to the
individual uniqueness and The G that resides within each
one of us. God, Greatness, Genius, Gift, Guru, General,
Goddess, Gangsta, Glory, Grattitude, Gamechanger.
What makes MGE The G In Me stand out?
UNORTHODOX, FEEL GOOD FACTOR. EXCLUSIVE,
INCLUSIVE.
MGE THE G IN ME, IS A LIFESTYLE BRAND WHICH
DESIGNS CLOTHING AND EXCLUSIVE ONE OFF
LINES

Salma Badat
@salmabadat

Collection: Ma.dat
The inspiration behind my collection is Androgyny.
My collection stands out because it dares to be
different.
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Sue Gillespie
Collection: mikkimono
Having gained weight through injury, found
nothing in larger sizes which pleased me, so made
my own, also robes for the menfolk, adapted to 1.
drafty Country houses, 2.Student accomodation, 3.
travelling.
I use an eclectic mix of offcuts and recycled materials
which go to making very individual garments. The
cut is very simple but the colours and patterns quite
carefully thought out. Although my initial motivation
was to cover my expanding person with something
pleasing, there seems no reason why a slender
person shouldn’t add a layer of style and comfort.

What’s Your Skirt? - Siobhan Thomas
@whatsyourskirt
Collection: A Deeper Love
The Deeper Love collection by What’s Your Skirt
is inspired by the stunning soulful singer Aretha
Franklin, her statement glamour and her heart-felt
story forms our new collection masterpiece. We are
inspired by the strong, yet empowered woman and
Aretha was a prime example. Not only was her voice
out of this world, she worked just as hard to achieve
her goals and inevitably lived her dreams without
fear and without regret. This collection is also
dedicated to all those mothers out there who have
sacrificed for their children, this is for the generation
of women who fought for equal opportunities and
are still smiling today. Regardless of heartache and
the pain sometimes life brings, there is a deeper

love that is inside all of
us and this is unleashed
in our new Autumn/
Winter 2020 collection
through glamour, tailored
cut,
exquisite
fabrics,
embellishment,
delicate
yet bold colour palette and
beautifully designed skirts.
Our heartbeat is Love.
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makeup artists
Our makeup artists have created the neutral looks for all of the
models on our catwalk tonight. They have also sent portfolios
to the judges, and have been judged on these prior to tonight’s
show. Take a look at their instagrams to see more of their work.
K iren Virdi @kv_allure
Megan Featherstone @me gan_featherstone
K iara L amiot @kiaralamiot_makeup
K atie Taylor @_makeupbyk atie1
Melissa Elswor th
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models
Francesca Brooke-Fenton @france scabrooke fenton
Laura Moore @laura_aimee97
Mabz Beet @mabzbeetpage
Frances Dixon @f ld_modelling_colabs
Heather Dlamini @he valic ious81
Shipra Jain Khanna @shiprajainkhanna
Rachel Peru @rachelperu1
Sasha Murangari @sashaa_m
Shannon Jones @shannon_leigh01
Seonaidh Jamieson @seonaidhcherr y tree
Samirah @modelsamirahj
Carly Parramore @carly serena98
Millie Marsh @frillymilliemarsh
Liliya Molodetska @mrs .molodet sk aya
Andy Boocock @ver y_inky_dude
Emily Winn-Khan
Natalie Lawrence
Kayley Lawrence
Chelsea Manongwa
Hakeem McDonald
Tia Magras
Tyrone Walwyn
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We help businesses have the same technical capabilty
as if they had an in-house development team, by
developing hand-crafted websites, online platforms and
mobile apps.
We’re currently building our website, but if you’d like to
get in touch with us please use the details below.

Donate...
Teenage Cancer Trust
Every day, seven young people aged 13-24 hear the words “you have
cancer”. They will each need specialised nursing care and support to
get them through the toughest times they may have faced. We’re the
only UK charity meeting this vital need.
We create world-class cancer services for young people in the UK,
providing life-changing care and support so young people don’t have
to face cancer alone.
We know that having cancer at a young age comes with its own
particular set of challenges. Our services put the needs of young
people first and allow them to face those challenges together.
The closest Teenage Cancer Ward to us right now is in St James
Hospital, Leeds. Tonight there are teenagers in the ward that are
experiencing one of the most challenging times of their lives. Your
money raised here tonight will help the Teenage Cancer Trust support
them.

Lee Fancourt Mental Health Trust
Founded in memory of World Record breaking cyclist Lee Fancourt
who sadly suffered from Suicide in 2018.
The fund aims to provide grants to support cycling projects aimed
at fundraising/raising awareness or providing services that support
better well-being, mental health or suicide prevention causes.
Ryan Anderton from Keighley, West Yorkshire, sponsored the T-shirts
for the Fashion Fiesta team in 2016. After suffering from poor mental
health himself, Ryan decided to take action and set up the RyanRides
campaign.
In July 2019, Ryan cycled 4200 miles from Nordkapp in Norway to
Tarifa in Gibraltar to raise funds and awareness of Mental Health and
Suicide Prevention. This is an average of 228 miles per day.
Your money raised here tonight will help Ryan to raise money to
support those suffering with from poor mental health.

win!

Tonight to raise money for our incredible charities, we ask you to
purchase a raffle ticket ro take part in our silent auction, and be in with
a chance of winning a prize! All of these prizes have been donated by
local businesses and include...
£50 bar tab, North Bar Leeds
Free Facial, Coty & Madison
Free Afternoon Tea, The Little Teahouse Ilkley
Free bottle of gin, Slingsby Gin
Free beer factory tour for 4, North Bar Leeds
Free treatment, Yorkshire College of Beauty
Rose Bear, House of Roses
Free Cosmetic Acupunture, Liz Blizzard
Free hair cut, Hair by Kelly Benson
Voucher for 2 drinks and 2 cakes, Costa
Free meal, Ilkley Moor Vaults

...and more!
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thanks!

A huge thank you to everyone that has made tonight possible!

Front and Backstage

VENUE

Rachel Moore

Katie O’Hara
Lauren Room

Logo Design

Lee Fancourt Mental Health
Trust

Ellie Smith @elliesmith314
Ahroob Jabbar @ahroobjabbar

Photographers

Charles Waller
Alan Carmichael
Balint Toth

Ryan Anderton

TEENAGE CANCER TRUST
Heather Bowen

Videographer
Ryan Ford
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Charles Waller Photography
07525 400648 - www.charleswallerphotography.co.uk

Floral image

Music

Brought to you tonight by FIFTH ELEMENT
COLLECTIVE.
Exploding onto the dance scene, Fifth Element have cemented themselves as a household
name in Leeds since forming in late 2018.
Their journey kick-started when they threw themselves into the city’s hugely popular
house party scene, hosting and playing weekly parties over a hectic Christmas period.
Their hard work didn’t go unnoticed, supporting Richy Ahmed, Michael Bibi and Jey Kurmis on
Boxing day for ILLICIT.
Along with this, the lads have been given the Leeds Festival campsite takeover slot for
two years running, playing in front of hundreds of festival-goers over the Bank Holiday
weekend.
Playing some of Leeds’ most iconic clubs including Mint Warehouse, Mission, Wire, Distrikt
and Headingley’s secret weapon “A Bar Below”, they went on to throw their own
courtyard party in May with high-flying DEL-30 taking over headline duties, highlighting not
only their ability to play to a crowd, but to throw a their own sessions as well.
Recently announced residents for “Healthy Minds”, an events brand raising awareness for
Mental Health through the power of electronic music, it’s definitely worth keeping an eye
on these 5.

For more information or bookings please contact
fifthelementdjs@outlook.com

@fifthelement.collective

Let’s go out out!
Not ready to go home...? Neither are we!
Join us for drinks in the Roundhay Bar to
celebrate!
Time: 8:30 - 9:30pm

THE PARTY’s NOT
OVER...
We’ll be back next year, bigger and bolder
than ever!
BUT! We need your help. Everything that you have seen here tonight
has been organised 100% by unpaid volunteers. We want to create
maximum profit to give maximum donations to our charities, because
the purpose of this show is to give back to our community in every
way we can.
We have used

local suppliers,
local resources &
local talent
to make this show what it is today.
And that’s why, we’re looking for local sponsors. We want to create
incredible sponsorship opportunities for incredible local businesses.

If you’re interested in hearing more about our sponsorship opportunities for Fashion
Fiesta 2020 the please contact:
events@shoosocialmedia.co.uk

Notes:
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Network:

Because of social media, we are now connected to everyone on Earth by
just 4 degrees. Connect to 4 people tonight, and who knows where these
new connections will take you?

name:
email:
number:
twitter:
instagram:
name:
email:
number:
twitter:
instagram:
name:
email:
number:
twitter:
instagram:
name:
email:
number:
twitter:
instagram:
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Watch this
space
Applications open April 2020
Follow
@fashionfiestashow
@FashionFiesta_
Fashion Fiesta

www.fashionfiesta.co.uk

